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Step–action table (plain) 
Action steps tell readers exactly what actions to perform, rather than having to make decisions. Use 
brief, direct language and state specifically what action is to be performed. 

Step Action 
1 Put on sterile latex gloves. 
2 Carefully remove the bandage from the wound using … 
3 Use X and Y to gently clean the wound using Z. (etc.) 

Step–action table (with decision steps) 
Decision steps are steps within a procedure where readers must take different actions depending on 
specific conditions. 

Step Action 
1 Put on sterile latex gloves. 
2 Carefully remove the bandage from the wound using … 

IF the wound shows signs of infection, THEN you must … 
If there is no infection, move to step 3. 

3 Use X and Y to gently clean the wound using Z. (etc.) 

If/then table (decision table) 
Two columns, ‘If’ (the condition) and ‘Then’ (the action) define how to carry out the procedure. 

If ... (conditions column) Then ... (actions column) 
The bandage is unsoiled … You do not need to change it 
If the wound is weeping … [take this action] 
If the wound is infected … [take this action] 

Step–action–result 
The step–action–result table is a good option for a more complex procedure where successful 
completion of a step may not always be obvious and more guidance is needed. 

Step Action Result 
1 (Result of action taken; shows procedure 

is on track) 
2 
3 
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Specialised procedure tables 
A specialised procedure table could be a checklist for an activity, a worksheet, or an expanded 
procedure table that organises a larger task by using a task/description table as an overview 
followed by several procedure tables associated with each task. 

A flow chart can be used for a graphic presentation of a procedure.  

Example 
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Example of a procedure table 
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